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(57) ABSTRACT

A system comprises a Wireless master unit and one or more
Wireless slave units, each having a unique identifier. When
a Wireless slave unit is active, it is addressed by one of a
limited number of temporary addresses. A PARK mode
enables a Wireless slave unit to be in an idle state during
which its temporary address is deallocated, enabling that
address to be assigned to another Wireless slave unit. To page
a parked slave, a paging beacon packet is broadcast to, and
received by, each of the Wireless slave units at fixed intervals
during a master-to-slave time slot. Each Wireless slave unit
determines Whether the received paging beacon packet
includes its unique identifier. If so, the Wireless slave units
retrieves a temporary address from the paging beacon
packet. The Wireless unit transmits a response to the Wireless
master unit during a subsequent slave-to-master time slot if
the received paging beacon packet included the unique
identifier belonging to the Wireless slave unit. Parked Wire-
less slave units are also assigned a unique response number
by the master. The master broadcasts a polling beacon
packet during a master-to-slave time slot. If the parked slave
unit desires access to the channel, it transmits a response in
an N:th slave-to-master time slot following the polling
beacon packet, Where N is a function of the slave’s unique
response number.

24 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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